
SPRINGY®
Claber is expanding its range to include a new extendable hose, offering the very best in performance. As well as being ideal for 
above-ground irrigation, it can also be used for cleaning and other outdoor tasks. All you need to do is connect Springy to the tap 
and turn on the water. The hose will start to expand, thanks to the special material it is made from. To extend the hose to its maximum 
length, simply pull it gently. Once you have finished using the hose, it shrinks back up by itself. This means you can store it away easily, 
as it requires less space.

SPRINGY®
Ultra-practical, without taking 

up much space

DRIP-PROOF QUICK 
CONNECTORS

ULTRA-STRONG ALVEOLAR 
STRUCTURE

MULTIPURPOSE 
6-JET SPRAY NOZZLE
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SPRINGY 15 m

SPRINGY 25 m

code pack q.ty (cm) dim. pack (cm) dim. box (m3) volume weight (kg) pcs/pallet

code pack q.ty (cm) dim. pack (cm) dim. box (m3) volume weight (kg) pcs/pallet

Compact, extendable hose in a ready-to-use kit. As water flows through the hose, it extends to 
up to 3 times its length (max. length 15 m). After use, the hose shrinks automatically so it can 
be stored away, taking up minimum space. Non-toxic, high quality materials.
The kit comes complete with a 3/4” tap connector, automatic couplings and a multifunction 
spray nozzle with 6 different jets (+ 2 OFF).
Ideal working pressure: 5 bar

Compact, extendable hose in a ready-to-use kit. As water flows through the hose, it extends to 
up to 3 times its length (max. length 25 m). After use, the hose shrinks automatically so it can 
be stored away, taking up minimum space. Non-toxic, high quality materials.
The kit comes complete with a 3/4” tap connector, automatic couplings and a multifunction 
spray nozzle with 6 different jets (+ 2 OFF).
Ideal working pressure: 5 bar

Springy® is ideal in all those situations when 
you need a light practical hose to hand, from 
the terrace to the garden, the campsite to the 
boat. Springy doesn’t take up much space and 
stretches to up to three times its original length, 
to reach where you need it.

ANTI-KINK 
AND ALGAE-RESISTANT

SPRINGY

9334 6 22,2 x 9,6 x 19 60 x 20 x 24 0,030 5,44 192

9335 4 25,5 x 9,6 x 22 40 x 24 x 28 0,030 5,40 120
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